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Dear Friends,

Chairman: ................................................ Dr John Williams

Another year draws to a close and not an easy one at that.

.................................................................... chairFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk

Perhaps 2022 will see us emerging from the Covid gloom

Vice-Chairman: ....................................... Prof Chris Bounds
Treasurer: ................................................. Mrs Marion Gurr
.................................................................... treasurerFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk

towards some semblance of sunlit uplands. We can but hope!
But throughout all the challenges of the past two years C·A·T
has soldiered on and in this newsletter there is a constant
reminder of the endeavour and dedication of C·A·T staff

Membership Secretary: ......................... Mrs Shiela Broomfield

recently and over the years. Having lost some key staff in

.................................................................... memsecFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk

recent times Alison faces challenges ahead and hopefully we,

Minutes Secretary: .................................. Prof Christopher Bounds
Publicity: ................................................... Dr Sheila Sweetinburgh

as Friends, can lend support. We were very pleased recently to
be able to provide a substantial grant to enable the purchase
of new (well almost new) state of the art surveying equipment

Newsletter distribution: ........................ Vacant

which Ross Lane and Mark Houliston describe elsewhere in this newsletter. We have come a

Festival Walks: ......................................... Dr Doreen Rosman

long way in archaeology since surveying by triangulation with cloth tapes – indeed for me it

Mrs Sue Chambers, Mr Martin Pratt, Dr David Shaw,

was in yards, feet and inches, with recording taking place on imperial graph paper. Hopefully
the provision of the surveying equipment will help to maintain C·A·T’s competitiveness in a

Dr Anthony Ward, Dr Eleanor Williams

very competitive and challenging archaeological world.
Elsewhere in this newsletter, besides updates on C·A·T and FCAT activity we have two

If you would like to join the committee or help with Friends’ activities, please
contact chairFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk. We would love to hear from you.
The next Newsletter will appear in March 2022. Please send contributions to:
chairFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk by the beginning of February 2022.

interesting contributions. Jacqui Mathews looks back on her time with C·A·T, reflecting both
on working with finds and also on the hazards she has encountered when endeavouring to
keep finds in order. I am only too aware myself of meeting the unexpected on archaeological
sites, perhaps with a misplaced JCB bucket. Diane Heath provides us with an insight into an
exciting ‘bestiary project’ just beginning – perhaps some Friends may wish to be involved.
There promises to be lots of Kent and Canterbury connections. I hope you enjoy all the

Please note

contributions in this newsletter.

?

Donation suggested in support of the Trust for all talks:
FCAT members £2; non-members £3; registered students and
C·A·T staff very welcome without charge.

Have you moved house or changed your bank?

Don’t forget to let our Membership Secretary know

C·A·T needs and values its Friends and we, as Friends, are here to support C·A·T. While we have
been in lockdown or in a post-lockdown hesitation to venture forth to crowded meeting rooms
FCAT has been able to provide what I think has been an excellent programme of talks via
Zoom, including a number where speakers address us over the ether or down a wire from afar
and indeed our attendances have well exceeded those previously at our regular live meetings.
We are continuing with Zoom talks into January. Early in the New Year we will make a decision
as to whether the annual Frank Jenkins Memorial Lecture and the other March lecture will
be live or continue to be given by means of Zoom, taking into account the then Covid advice

(via memsecFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk, or leave

and also trying to gauge the feelings of Friends in respect of attending live events. You will

a message at 92A Broad Street, Canterbury, Kent,

see elsewhere in this newsletter that Doreen Rosman has once again organized a fine series

CT1 2LU, tel 01227 462 062) so that our records
are up-to-date.

of Walks for the Canterbury Festival and this has again raised a significant sum for C·A·T. We
need to be mindful that Zoom talks bring the Friends and C·A·T little or no revenue, whereas
there are ‘door money’ donations at live events. If you have enjoyed the Zoom talks or do so
in the future please think of sending a donation to the Treasurer of the Friends at the C·A·T
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Broad Street Offices or make an online donation to the Friends of Canterbury Archaeological

profits from the walks go directly to the Friends. I have given a talk on the Religious Houses of

Trust (sort-code 60-04-27, account no 95413383) ref Talks.

Medieval Canterbury and Jake on Romano-British Canterbury, whilst I was fortunate enough

Finally, as this is the last newsletter of 2021 may I wish you all well for Christmas and the
New Year.

John Williams, Chair FCAT

Dear Friends
The Trust continues to be busy both in the field and in the office. In the field, a large team has
been working at a 42-hectare site in Thanington, where remains predominantly dating to the
prehistoric period were uncovered. Richard Helm reports on this site later in the newsletter.

to provide ‘backstop’ support to Keith Parfitt’s Introductory Tour of Dover Western Heights, a
fascinating tour through a part of Dover of which I was, I am ashamed to say, fairly ignorant.
Others have provided a range of fascinating walking tours, and Doreen has contributed an
overview of these elsewhere in this newsletter.
Jake was the recipient of the John and Peggy Hayes Award, presented by the Lord Mayor,
for his work on the new Historical Map of Canterbury, from Roman times to 1907. The official
Canterbury launch of the map will take place at Waterstones on 30th November, 6.30pm
(https://www.waterstones.com/events/historical-map-of-canterbury-talk-with-slidesand-artefacts/canterbury-rose-lane). The map is now on general sale and available at all
good book shops!

In Dover, ahead of planned development work, Keith Parfitt led a team undertaking the first

Finally, by the time you receive this newsletter, one of our longstanding members of staff will

detailed archaeological excavation ever to occur in the Market Square. The excavation did not

have retired – Jacqui Matthews. Jacqui first came to the Trust in October 2000 to work on the

extend deep enough to impact on the Roman levels, which almost certainly lie at depth, but

Whitefriars project and has been at the heart of the finds team ever since. Many Friends will

did find remains of the lost seventeenth-century Guildhall/Market Hall which stood until 1861.

know Jacqui well, not only from her coordination of the volunteers in the finds department but

Below these remains, a succession of earlier market-place metallings was revealed, perhaps

also from various outreach events she has been involved with over the years. A piece by Jacqui,

extending back to the thirteenth century. Elsewhere, evaluation trenching and watching-brief

reflecting on her time at the Trust, appears later in this newsletter. Here, I would like to thank

work has been occurring at a variety of sites across Kent.

Jacqui for all her amazing work in the finds department over the years, for her professionalism,

The Trust has introduced a new Trainee Programme for fieldwork staff, approved by the
Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA). The aim of the programme is to give those who
are new to the profession the key skills they need to progress to the level of Practitioner with

enthusiasm and her passion for archaeology and the finds it generates. Jacqui is leaving to
retire to the Highlands of Scotland, and all at the Trust wish her the very best for a happy future.

Alison Hicks, Director

CIfA, and Archaeologist with the Trust. The first cohort on the 12-week programme started in
late July and all successfully completed the course, acquiring and honing their skills not only
on site but also in finds and environmental work. They have also gained an understanding of
the nature of the archaeological work the Trust undertakes and the professional standards
expected of an archaeologist. It is always good to welcome new archaeologists to the Trust
and existing staff have been excellent in making the new intake feel at home, encouraging
and training them.
The Trust’s outreach activities continue to form an important element of our work. Jake
Weekes and Andy Macintosh led a small excavation in Westgate Gardens in mid October,
coinciding with Canterbury’s annual Medieval Pageant and Trail. Working with the Friends of
Westgate Parks and archaeology students, the excavation involved searching for evidence of
Romano-British buildings next to Watling Street. No buildings were revealed, though a ditch
and earlier alluvial clays containing a sherd of late Iron Age pot were observed. Archaeologists
explained the work occurring, and that undertaken more generally by the Trust, to the many
visitors to the gardens.
A number of Trust staff have been involved in walking tours associated with the Canterbury
Festival. These are wonderfully coordinated by one of the Friends, Doreen Rosman, and
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FCAT funds a new Leica
GS 18T Satellite Surveying
System
Accurate surveying using global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) has been a routine
feature of C·A·T sites for over fifteen years. Backed up when required with a total station
and in conjunction with AutoCAD software the technology has allowed archaeological
features to be mapped and recorded to a high level of accuracy and tied to the British
Ordnance Survey, a far cry from the days when we triangulated using a plumb bob and
two 30m tapes anchored to the sides of extant walls and then transferred the data to
hand-drawn plans.
The deployment of satellite surveying and AutoCAD software has undoubtedly
revolutionised the way archaeological sites have been recorded at C·A·T, leading to
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cellular/UHF data. Approaching fourteen years old the system still functions well but
has become outdated and, due to signal outages, can be slow in the field. A Leica Total
Station (TS 12) was purchased in 2017 to supplement the GNSS system. Considered
together they have provided robust solutions for most of the Trust’s surveying needs; the
Total Station works particularly well in and around buildings where satellite connectivity
is often difficult. Both machines are relatively slow, however, with lack of reliability an
increasing concern.
After a period of internal and external consultation the Geomatics team recommended
a system initially to work alongside but eventually to replace the existing equipment.
The model, a Leica GS 18T, is one of the best currently available. It is easy to use yet
incorporates sophisticated 555 UHF multifrequency channels and 4G cellular coverage,
giving better reception and improved mobile connectivity.
Particular features are SmartLink technology, which compensates for signal fallout in
areas with poor or zero cellular coverage, and Tilt compensation, which allows for the
measurement of points without having to level the staff and get it absolutely vertical.
The SmartLink technology constantly scans for satellite signals, searching what is
becoming an increasingly bewildering range of commercially available options (five
satellite constellations are currently available: GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou and Sbas),
automatically filling in any gaps in reception to create virtually unbroken connectivity.
In conjunction with 4G cellular/UHF data, the system can achieve positional accuracy
of 8mm. It could, in theory, be used anywhere in the world without recourse to base
station data.

big improvements in accuracy and speed. However, as with all such technology, the
reliability of our equipment has decreased with time and newer systems have become
available that offer increased performance. Over the last year, therefore, the Geomatics
team at C·A·T has been reviewing options for the purchase of a new system.
In the commercial world we operate in, speed and efficiency are big considerations.
This is for reasons of cost of course, but responsiveness to client expectations is also an
important factor. On several of the large rural sites we’ve been involved with recently,
there is a requirement to get updated ‘strip & map’ plans to the client’s consultant and
the archaeological curator within days of archaeological features first being uncovered,
something that requires a high level of coordination between site and office staff as well
as good equipment.
C·A·T’s first satellite-based GNSS survey equipment was a basic Topcon machine
purchased in 2007. This was subsequently upgraded with a Leica system in 2008. The
Leica is a robust machine comprising a receiver and a hand controller that uses 3G

6

The tilt compensator means
measurements can be taken
quicker than before. Early
indications suggest we are saving
up to 15 seconds of time per reading,
so on large ‘strip and map’ projects
where 100s of readings can be taken
every day, the potential benefits are
considerable. An additional advantage is
that previously hard-to-reach points such
as walls and obstructed points such as those
located beneath cars or close to fences can now
be measured with little difficulty.
Equipment costs were kept to £14,995 following the identification of a suitably insured
and serviced ‘pre-loved’ system; estimated running costs are £4,200 per year. The
running costs are dependent on a number of factors including the choice of satellite
options, the type of 4G package purchased and the SmartLink options chosen.
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It is with enormous thanks that everyone involved in geomatics at C·A·T, those
surveying in the field and those involved in the production of site plans, acknowledge
the generosity of FCAT in providing the funds to purchase the system. Following the
presentation of a detailed options report by Ross Lane, the FCAT committee were able
to make a speedy decision to fund the entire cost of the purchase, thereby allowing for
the equipment to be delivered and training provided before the start of the large ‘strip
and map’ excavation we are currently working on near Rochester.
Looking ahead, we are confident that the increased annual running costs will be more
than met by improvements in efficiency, while at the same time we will be able to work
quicker, provide feedback to clients faster, and in general avoid many of the frustrations
we have experienced previously.
Do have a look at the following web-link and in particular the video of the GS equipment
in use in the construction industry: https://leica-geosystems.com/en-gb/products/gnsssystems/smart-antennas/leica-gs18-t.
Ross Lane and Mark Houliston

Cockering Farm,
Thanington Without

Winter 2021

The greater part of our investigation was focused on the archaeology of more ‘recent’
prehistoric periods, beginning in the earlier Neolithic, with a sporadic scatter of pits
sited in seeming isolation overlooking the river valley, one of which contained a placed
deposit of worked flint tools; the latest activity, during the early to middle Iron Age, was
represented by a single boundary ditch traversing the north-south valley slope.
It was during the Bronze Age when activity was most intensive. One of the more
significant elements, dating from the earlier Bronze Age, was a monument form
commonly termed a pond barrow. Pond barrows are exceptionally rare; the sole
other confirmed example in Kent was excavated by C·A·T at Thanet Earth, and there
are only some 70 examples recorded nationally. The pond barrow at Cockering Farm
was represented by a circular, concave depression, perhaps originally surrounded by
an outer bank formed from the upcast; it measured some 7m in diameter and up to
0.5m deep. At the base of the monument were several pits, postholes and stakeholes,
indicative of an original timber superstructure, which was superseded by a deliberately
laid surface of flint gravel. Pond barrows are generally interpreted as funerary and/or
ceremonial monuments, and in comparable examples postholes have been taken to
represent the remains of features such as mortuary platforms for the excarnation (defleshing) of the deceased, while gravel metalling perhaps formed a ceremonial arena
within which associated rituals could be conducted. While the full details are still being

Throughout the summer, a large part of our fieldwork team was busily engaged on
excavations at Cockering Farm, Thanington Without. The site, which extends for
42-hectares along the north-side of Cockering Road on undulating agricultural land
overlooking the Stour Valley to the south-west of Canterbury, involved the excavation of
nine targeted areas in advance of a new 400-home residential development by Redrow
Homes.
The work commissioned by RPS Consulting was conducted in collaboration with
Archaeology South-East, who have been conducting, under the direction of Dr Matt
Pope, geoarchaeological and paleoenvironmental investigations of Pleistocene
deposits previously characterised through the Stour Basin Palaeolithic Project. Our
team contributed to this work, with the collection of an assemblage of lower to upper
palaeolithic tools recovered as residual finds from the superficial gravel deposits
exposed across our excavation areas, including a number of potentially bifacial tools
and a limace (French for ‘slug’, and so called to describe the characteristic shape
caused by steeply retouched lateral edges), along with a particularly significant surface
concentration of Mesolithic artefacts (up to 50 artefacts per m2), believed to represent
the ‘ghost’ remnants of on-site activity left behind following the gradual erosion of the
Mesolithic ground surface.

8

Recovery of Mesolithic tools from the superficial gravels. The
location of each artefact was 3D plotted using the Leica GPS.
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analysed, it is worth noting that immediately surrounding our monument were several
pits, within two of which were placed complete inverted pottery vessels, perhaps as
‘votive’ offerings, and one contained a ‘token’ deposit of cremated bone.
A potential building or round-house structure was located adjacent to the pond barrow,
probably representing later activity dating to the middle to late Bronze Age. A fragment
of a bronze socketed tool was recovered from one of its postholes. Much of the later
Bronze Age settlement activity was focused within the interior of a large L-shaped
boundary ditch, with groups of postholes and associated pits representing certainly
four potential structures, at least one of which had evidence for an oven or hearth. The
ditch itself measured up to 6m wide by up to 1.8m deep and would have represented
a major north-south land boundary traversing the valley slope to the river plain below.
The boundary ditch had a possible entrance accessed from the south, defined by a
series of ditch segments commonly attributed to control and management of livestock.
As well as these important Bronze Age remains, our work identified a significant section
of one of Canterbury’s principal Roman roads, now represented by Cockering Road,
extending towards Roman settlements at Wye and Westhawk Farm, Ashford. Later
activity also included a series of medieval rectangular ditched enclosures fronting on to
Cockering Road, at least one of which contained the remains of a probable agricultural
outbuilding with associated clay oven, provisionally dated to between the late twelfth
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and early thirteenth century; a number of gravel and chalk quarry pits were scattered
across the development site.
Post-excavation analysis has only just begun, and much work is planned on refining
the emerging chronology briefly outlined here. This will include a detailed assessment
of all the excavated deposits and features, specialist cataloguing of the assemblage of
Neolithic and Bronze Age finds, and submission of a suite of samples for radiocarbon
dating. It is already clear, however, that the archaeological results from Cockering Farm
are set to make a significant contribution not only to our understanding of the later
prehistoric archaeology of the Stour Valley, but also to wider regional and national
research.
Richard Helm

Finding memories and
remembering finds
Hi everyone, I left the Trust at the end of October 2021, having originally been engaged
at C·A·T for the Whitefriars project, in October 2000 – yes, 21 years ago! This project
was to be one of the largest urban excavations ever to be undertaken in the UK. I was
initially employed in the post-excavation Finds Department to supervise the processing
and recording of bulk finds, and occasionally small finds.
The entire mobile unit (to be independent from Broad Street finds department and
offices at which other archaeological projects were to continue as usual) was set up
in about 8 portacabins. These were relocated over a period of some 4 years. Each time
we moved, services all had to be disconnected and reconnected. I seem to recall, but
that’s perhaps just my memory, that this always occurred in the middle of winter. It
reminded me at the time, of an archaeological ‘MASH’ unit (for those of you old enough
to remember the dark, American comedy).

Excavation of the early Bronze Age pond barrow in progress.
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Greyfriars was an urban excavation on an unprecedented scale - in total some 30,000m2.
As the excavation continued, so the quantity of bulk finds accumulated rapidly, all
needing to be processed, identified, catalogued and stored within the confines of the
mobile Whitefriars unit. Generally, all went remarkably well. That was until the fateful
day, that the sewerage waste truck sent to site to empty out the multi-cubicle toilet
blocks had a connection failure and pumped fresh liquid and solid waste all over the
stored bulk finds. Alison Hicks, in her ever super cool, unflappable fashion, gently laughed
and advised me to clean off and save as much as I could. At this time Julie Martin was
processing all the environmental material from Whitefriars. I worked alongside her, but
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In the early 2000s, the country also endured the devastating outbreak of foot and
mouth disease on many livestock farms in Britain, particularly in Essex and the SouthEast. One effect of this was that ‘Time Team’, could not access its scheduled rural sites
for filming. Guess where they turned their attention to! - A massive urban excavation
in the centre of beautiful, historic Canterbury. We already had a small documentary
team with us every day from the start of excavation, as well as a lot of local media
attention from press and television. On some days we would have representatives of

we didn’t know one another very well. On hearing of this catastrophe, Julie gallantly
offered to help me out, and dressed from head to toe in protective clothing we ventured
forth. Ancient cess was fine, but fresh cess perhaps not quite so! Some 18 years later we
are still very good pals and have always said that we count this event as the ‘bonding’
moment of our friendship!
On another occasion I was walking back to the site one day and could smell gas.
Upon investigation it transpired that after demolition, an uncapped supply to the old
‘MacDonald’s’, was drifting across site. This was in the old days when folk were allowed
to smoke on the edge of trenches, contemplating the complexity of the current feature
they were working on. It could have had interesting consequences!
Over the years of the excavation, we also encountered live and unstable incendiary
devices on site, remnants from Canterbury being heavily blitzed during the Second
World War. By far the most memorable incident, however, was when we shut the whole
of Canterbury down one afternoon, when the tip of an apparently unexploded bomb
was found during field work. Images were sent to the army bomb disposal team, who
immediately proceeded to attend the site. The police were informed and no buses,
cars, or pedestrians were allowed within a wide-reaching radius of the site. Shops and
offices were evacuated and the city became ominously quiet. A fair contingent of the
Whitefriars archaeological team, deeply concerned at the seriousness of the burgeoning
situation, sprang into action by evacuating to the nearest pub outside the exclusion
zone. The bomb disposal team promptly arrived and successfully ‘defused’ an upturned
black metal cauldron!
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5 or 6 different media companies in attendance, all adding to the chaos. Amongst all
this added excitement, I would still endeavour with the assistance of a loyal team of
students from UKC and CCCU and local volunteers, to process the finds - in portacabins.
So, upon reflection, the whole process was a very valuable and a steep learning
curve. Here, I also honed my skills of improvisation, working within an unconventional
environment, and learnt very much to ‘think on my feet’. Whitefriars was a brilliant and
unique project to be involved with and though sometimes totally manic, intense and at
times challenging, it was also exciting, innovative and on occasions hilarious!
Throughout the extent of the Whitefriars excavation, the Trust was given terrific
support as ever, by the Friends. A superb team of volunteers attended weekly progress
briefings, and then led guided tours of the site from a purpose-built walkway. They were
immensely popular, and the well-informed and knowledgeable stewards were always
kept very busy. On several occasions, C·A·T staff would consult the stewards for the
most recent and concise update on the excavation’s progress!
After the completion of Whitefriars I moved to the main offices at Broad Street, and most
recently to our new base at Wincheap, where I took on a similar role but working from
a permanent office, and on a wide range of varied projects, from small evaluations and
watching briefs to large-scale urban excavations, many from the centre of Canterbury
itself. So, after the Whitefriars experience, there has been very little since in the Finds
Department, that has managed to ‘phase me out’.
In conclusion, I have some thankyous - Firstly to Louise Harrison who was running
the Finds Department when I started in 2000. She was a brilliant and caring mentor,
endlessly patient and encouraging. I have endeavoured over the years, to follow her
example. Secondly to Adelina Teoca who will take over the Post-Excavation Finds
Department. Adelina has already made great progress organising the vast finds archive
in the store at Wincheap. We have worked closely together over the past couple of
years, and it is a great relief to be handing over to someone with such a wide range of
skills. And lastly, to the Friends of Canterbury Archaeological Trust, for their tremendous
support over many years, from their establishment back in the mid-eighties.
Although C·A·T staff come routinely into work week after week and like any job, some
days are better than others, every now and again I have stood back and appreciated
that what we all do every day is unique, very specialised and often, a real privilege. All
this on so many occasions has been greatly enhanced by interaction with colleagues,
sharing their amazing depth of intellect, good humour, sarcasm and wit. I can honestly
say that I have LOVED working at the Trust, and it has truly fulfilled my dreams. I have
had the good fortune to work with some amazing, talented, dedicated people who I
truly appreciate and respect, and will always admire. Thank You!
Jacqui Matthews
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Launching the Medieval
Animals Heritage Project
in East Kent
FCAT Members may have seen CCCU’s Centre for Kent History and Heritage blog in
September where we gave details of a new Lottery Heritage Fund grant that we have
received for a project on Medieval Animals Heritage in our local area. This has meant a
very exciting start to the new academic year. We hope that FCAT Members may like to
be involved in this project. Our logo features a hedgehog because medieval hedgehogs,
who were considered heretics as they stole grapes from the Lord’s vineyard on their
prickles, did so to feed their hoglets and this project is about helping families - and local
communities.
Animal traits were written about in the Middle Ages in books called bestiaries; these
bestiaries were used locally by St Anselm and his disciple, Honorius Augustodunensis, in
a form of medieval outreach to Kent laypeople that focused on nature and spirituality.
Our project is about bringing this important but little-known aspect of our Kent and
Canterbury heritage to the attention of local people. It is also about wellbeing, ecology,
and sustainability, things we are all concerned about these days and there are events,
exhibitions, and activities planned for people aged from 2 to 102.
We held three events in September. Our first was a stand at CCCU Welcome Day. We
signed up some 80 students. The stand included a kit for making a Hedgehog Badge
and shell keepsakes as a happy memory of the start of term, and for many, the start
of university life. Wellbeing is an important aspect of the project as is sustainability, so
the oyster shells were pre-used ones from catering, embellished with some gems from
a previous project. Oyster shells have a particular local resonance having been farmed
along the Thames estuary since prehistoric times. Medieval oysters were believed to
make their pearls from starlight, moonlight, and sunbeams; in other words they opened
to receive a heavenly gift and were likened to the Virgin Mary’s womb.
The second event was the very next day – filming Masterclasses in CCCU’s Wellbeing
Garden. We were very happy to work with Paul McGranaghan, an alumnus of CCCU
Film Studies, and Addison Rich. The film features project members and Langan Turner
from the Wildwood Trust and will be hosted on the Medieval Animals website. The
Wellbeing Garden is a haven of green biodiversity with a pond, bullrushes, trees, and
a herb garden; the sunlit space was full of butterflies and birdsong, making it a perfect
setting for a green heritage project. We took some of our students afterwards to the
ruins of Lanfranc’s eleventh-century dormitory, now a herb garden, in the precincts
of Canterbury Cathedral. They were particularly impressed by the sense of tranquillity
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and goodness. There is a lovely, possibly eleventh century, illustrated Herbal, now in
the British Library that may have come from Canterbury, with stylized depictions of
plants, some of which are now growing in
the herb garden (see back cover). The Herbal
also contains images of animals, especially
snakes, associated with certain plants such as
basil. The heritage sites, plantings, medieval
herbals, and bestiaries allow us to construct
a project that emphasises green heritage and
eco-history. It was a particular pleasure that
we were also invited to enter the Huguenot
Church. This beautiful chapel was previously
the Black Prince’s chantry and some of the
fourteenth-century decorated bosses depict
bestiary tropes, including the Pelican reviving
The pelican boss in the Huguenot chapel at
canterbury cathedral.
her chicks.
Our third event was the Ash Heritage Centre Tenth Anniversary Celebration on 26
September. Here we were able to practise some of the heritage learning activities for
children of varying ages. For the youngest it was a chance to make salt-dough animals
(a sensory activity also suited to children on the autistic spectrum). We also provided
our popular badge-making and decorated
shells. Another activity was cardboard shield
painting based on examples of canting
animal heraldry (puns on names) in the
British Library’s Dering Roll. This roll of shields
of Kent and Sussex families was possibly
made for the Constable of Dover Castle,
Stephen of Pencester. Examples of animal
allusions include the shields of Nicholas le Lou
with two wolves and that of Henry de Herice
The shields of Nicholas le Lou and Henry de
with three hedgehogs (‘lou’ is the Old French
Herice in the British Library’s Dering Roll.
for wolf and ‘herice’ for hedgehog).
At the end of October, we held the first of our events for children with special needs – a
day out at Wildwood Trust with a zoo trek, lunch, animal art, and a storytelling session.
We hope to go on a Twilight Wildwood Expedition with older children (10+) in December.
Here are the aspects of the project where we should really appreciate the help of
interested FCAT Members.
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The earliest Latin prose bestiary (the one St Anselm and Honorius used) has never
been translated. We want to set up Beastly Latin Zoom classes (probably with extra live
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sessions at a pub or café) for people interested in dusting off rusty Latin, learning Latin or
enhancing the translations to appeal as stories for children, especially those with special
needs. We have a taster chapter for you to try. The website will then host the various
chapters with the subject being the host – e.g., the lion, telling bad (clean) jokes and
bringing the nature of the animals to life.



The Medieval Animals in Churches Green Ride and Stride Guide is for people who can
make green journeys to their local churches and map and photograph the medieval
creatures in the stones, glass, and wall-painting of these wonderful medieval churches.
We will then craft I-Spy Beast challenges for families to enjoy when they visit the
churches.



We hope FCAT Members will want to be involved in our ArcHive Research Hub. We want
our website (MedievalAnimals.org) to house links to medieval bestiaries and other
resources on medieval animals at our local archives, national libraries, even international
archives, as a hub for research that emphasises the local connections.



There’s more – we plan three exhibitions and a conference and we need researchers to
source key exhibits and write catalogues and captions that make the items interesting
and accessible. Do please come and help us and join us for fortnightly afternoon tea and
planning at the Centre for Kent History & Heritage. This project is different, fun, kind, and
full of hope for our future. We would love your company.

Please contact Dr Diane Heath if you would like to contribute
by email diane.heath@canterbury.ac.uk.
or by letter to Centre for Kent History & Heritage, Canterbury Christ Church University,
Fynden House FYf04, North Holmes Road, Canterbury CT1 1QU.
Diane Heath

Festival Walks 2021
Planning a programme of walks in a pandemic was not easy as we could not predict
in the spring, when we submitted our list to the Festival Office, what regulations would
be in force in October. Having cancelled our 2020 walks, we were anxious not to do so
again and decided to err on the side of caution: we halved the normal size of our groups
to make social distancing possible. A number of leaders generously agreed to offer their
walks twice, thereby ensuring that a good sum would be raised for C·A·T, albeit not
quite as much as in the last few years. There were however some gains: smaller groups
proved much easier to marshal and talk to, and participants were enthusiastic about
the greater intimacy and opportunity to ask questions.
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Nathalie Cohen points out features of
the cathedral’s Water Tower.

It was very pleasing to welcome three archaeologists
to our team of leaders. Jake Weekes drew on material
from his recently-published Historical Map to show us
how Durovernum had changed during the centuries
of Roman occupation, while Alison Hicks brought
plans of sites to help us see where friary buildings had
once stood. Alison explained how digs had enabled
archaeologists to deduce the layout of some of the
‘Religious houses of medieval Canterbury’. Nathalie
Cohen’s job as cathedral archaeologist was about to
come to an end, but before leaving she led walks on
‘Archaeology and Water’, starting with the font at St
Martin’s and ending in the precincts where it may (or
may not) have originated.

Some long-standing walk leaders also offered new
walks. Sheila Sweetinburgh had to contend with rain
but still managed to fascinate her groups by evoking
‘Everyday life in late medieval Canterbury’. Cressida
Williams focused on the theatre through the ages – from
the medieval mysteries to early festival plays such as
Murder in the Cathedral, and ended her tour by taking us
to see the remains of the monumental Roman theatre
in the lobby of the new Hilton Hotel. Geoff Downer has
A participant on the ‘Geologist in the
often introduced one new walk while also repeating an
Cemetery’ walk uses a magnifier to
examine the structure of the stone
older one. This time he supplemented his ‘Geology of
used in a war memorial.
Herne Bay’ with an opportunity to examine the stones
used for graves and monuments in Canterbury Cemetery. As always, he not only told us
how old the different stones were but was even able
to suggest exactly where they came from.

Doreen Rosman starting her ‘Women of
Canterbury’ walk with Queen Bertha.
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One of the joys of leading festival walks is hearing
participants say ‘I’ve lived here for years and never
knew that/saw that before’. So often people only
look down or ahead but Hubert Pragnell urged them
to look up at the city’s chimney-pots and facades.
Jenny Watson-Bore, who kindly stepped in as
replacement leader for a walk round St Dunstans,
took her group into the Jewish cemetery, which
several local residents had never previously visited.
The cemetery was also a highlight of Kerstin Müller’s
ever-popular walks round Jewish Canterbury. But it
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is not only participants who learn something new
on our walks. Margaret Babington featured in my
‘Women of Canterbury’ walk but I did not know until
my backstop told us that the desk at which she died
can still be seen. My other walk, on ‘Strangers in
Canterbury’, was backstopped by Peter Henderson,
who was able to add information about Huguenot
scholars at the King’s School. As the school’s archivist,
Peter gave people who enrolled on his ‘Literary Tour’
the opportunity to see the amazing range of books
and manuscripts in the Maugham and Walpole
collections. He took others round the main school
campus and gave a final group a rare opportunity to
go inside the old St Augustine’s buildings.

Keith Parfitt keeping his canine audience
enthralled.

While most of our walks focused on Canterbury, some went further afield. Bridge may
be a small place but it is not short of interesting sites and stories, ably recounted by
Pauline Pritchard. Further south, Keith Parfitt took a group round the fortifications of
the Dover Western Heights – and even the dog was riveted! When the programme was
planned we did not know that the second of Liz Minter’s walks on the history and art
of Folkestone would coincide with the arrival of ‘Amal’, a potential problem given the
crowds who congregated to greet her. In the event, however, Liz’s group benefited since
they had a chance to see the three and a half metre tall puppet at the end of their tour.

‘Amal’ travelled from Syria to Manchester to draw
attention to the plight of refugee children. The angle
of this photo taken after the walk at Folkestone
Harbour Station obscures her true height.

The Trust owes a great debt of gratitude to all
these walk leaders who year after year give
their time and expertise to prepare and lead
walks. We are also grateful to the ‘tail-end
Charlies’, notably Ian Osterloh and Diane
Billam who between them backstopped nine
walks, willingly filling in any gaps. Thanks
too to Sheila Sweetinburgh who stepped in
at the last moment to cover for a backstop
who was ill, and to Alison Hicks who
undertook the demanding and frustrating
task of compiling risk assessment dossiers
for all our walks. As a result of their efforts
£1960.20 has been raised for the Trust – and
a great deal of pleasure given to the people
who came on our walks.
Doreen Rosman
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Thursday 31 March, 2022, 7pm,
either online using Zoom or at CCCU

2021

FCAT lectures with the Centre of
Kent History and Heritage
At the time of going to press it is uncertain whether the March lectures will be online
using Zoom or live at CCCU. A final decision will be taken nearer the time and FCAT
members will be informed by email, as well through a posting on the FCAT web pages
(fcat.uk).

Thursday 20 January, 2022, 7pm,
online using Zoom
Survey and excavation on the Roman amphitheatre and town of Richborough
Since 2001 a number of projects have been undertaken by English Heritage / Historic
England at Richborough, most recently a major excavation on the amphitheatre,
last excavated in 1849. This paper will look at the survey work which revealed the 21
hectares of Roman town, and excavations on the Claudian timber gate, the town, the
Saxon Shore Fort and the well-preserved amphitheatre, with its painted plaster arena
wall. The work will be set in the context of previous work, examining the ‘archaeology
of the archaeology’, and will emerge with major new insights on the extent and history
of the site.
Tony Wilmott is a Senior Archaeologist with Historic England. Before joining English
Heritage in 1987 he worked for the county units at Hereford and Worcester and West
Yorkshire, and the Museum of London. He has led many excavations over 43 years,
including many sites on Hadrian’s Wall, Whitby Abbey, Richborough and the Roman
amphitheatre at Chester.

Saturday 5 March, 2022, 6pm,
either online using Zoom or at CCCU
The Frank Jenkins Memorial Lecture
Alison Hicks, Director of Canterbury Archaeological Trust, reviews the work of the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust over the previous year.

Excavation at the former St Mary Bredin School site
From putative Roman burial mound to Norman extra-mural defensive works, there
has been much speculation on the origin of the area of raised ground occupied by
the former St Mary Bredin School. Following granting of planning permission in 2019,
the former school building was demolished, and the area of raised ground levelled to
make way for the construction of a new student accommodation block, but not before
a full programme of building recording and excavation had been carried out by the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust. This illustrated talk will take you through that process
and provide evidence for a definitive answer to the origin and history of this now lost
but not forgotten landmark.
Richard Helm is a Senior Project Manager at the Canterbury Archaeological Trust, with
responsibility for the recent programme of archaeological works at Rhodaus Town,
including excavations at Augustine House (2007), Petros Court (2013), Palamon Court
(2015), 5-5a Rhodaus Town (2019) and the former St Mary Bredin School (2020). Richard
started his archaeology career as a volunteer excavator in his hometown of Reigate,
Surrey, before undertaking a HND in Practical Archaeology at Bournemouth Polytechnic
(1991), a degree in archaeology from the University of York (1994) and a PhD from the
University of Bristol (2000). He has previously worked as a professional archaeologist in
Surrey, Cambridge, and Bedfordshire, before joining the Trust in 2000.

Other Events

Canterbury History and Archaeology Society Lectures
At the time of going to press it is uncertain whether the 2022 lectures will be online
using Zoom or live at CCCU.

Wednesday December 8 2021, 7pm,
online using Zoom
Lucy Splarn, The Canterbury Collection of Pilgrim Souvenirs

Wednesday January 12 2022, 7pm
Leonie Seliger, ‘Knocking Adam off his perch’. Canterbury’s earliest ancestors,
stained glass from Anselm’s glorious choir identified using pXRF

Joint event with the Canterbury History and Archaeology society.
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Wednesday February 9 2022, 7 pm
Professor Ken Fincham, The Hampton Court Conference of 1604: new thoughts
and findings

Wednesday March 9 2022, 7pm
Annual General Meeting at 6.30pm followed at 7pm by Lyn Saxby A living history
of Waltham: A collection of photographs, thoughts & memories of life in a rural
village.

Medieval Canterbury Weekend 2022
Friday 29 April – Sunday 1 May
Powell Lecture Theatre & St Gregory’s Centre
The Medieval Canterbury Weekend returns for 2022 with a programme of 18 talks and
its hallmark guided visits. Among the speakers coming to Canterbury for the May Day
weekend are Dr Tracy Borman, Dr Marc Morris, Professor Caroline Barron and Professor
Mark Bailey. Audiences will be able to hear from experts about the Peasants’ Revolt,
medieval and Renaissance manuscripts, medieval monsters and the iconic Gough Map.

Winter 2021

Request for volunteer help
from Alison Hicks, Director
The garden at 92a is now looking overgrown and unkempt and we were wondering
whether there are any keen gardeners out there who would be willing to tackle it
to bring it back under control. We are hoping to employ a tree surgeon in the nottoo-distant future to take down one of the diseased trees, after which it would be
great if we could return the garden area to something like its former state, cutting
back the bushes and once again seeing the vegetation below. If there is anyone
who would wish to take on this challenge, please get in touch.
We are also requiring the services of a handyperson to tackle a few small jobs in the
offices. If anyone knows of anyone who could help, or has any recommendations
of someone who would be available, please let me know.
alison.hicks@canterburytrust.ac.uk
01227 825253

As before, the organisers’ intention is to raise money for the Ian Coulson Memorial
Postgraduate Award fund that continues to support postgraduates studying Kent history
and archaeology research projects. Tickets will go on sale in December for individual
talks and at discount for bulk purchases. For those unable to attend in person, tickets
will be available to buy for the livestreamed events, but again we will NOT be recording
lectures. The popular schools/sixth-form college ticket will be available for MCW 2022.
Details will be available soon on the CCCU Centre for Kent History & Heritage’s web
pages and in the Centre’s blog.

We are now on AmazonSmile!
You can support our Outreach and Education activities every time you
shop on Amazon. How?
Simply sign in to smile.amazon.co.uk, go to Your Account at the top
of any page and then select the option to Change your Charity by
switching your account to AmazonSmile and choosing ‘Canterbury
Archaeological Trust Limited’.

You shop. Amazon gives.
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Spread the word!
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The snakeplant (adderwort or sweet basil) in a Herbal, possibly from Canterbury in the British
Library: Cotton Vitellius C III, fol. 57v. See page 16.
Contact the Friends of Canterbury Archaeological Trust at:
FCAT, Canterbury Archaeological Trust Ltd
92a Broad Street, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 2LU
t: 01227 462062 | e: friends@canterburytrust.co.uk
www.fcat.uk
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